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Heat not a furnace for your foe so hot 

That it do singe yourself. 

— SHAKESPEARE
1
 

He who tells a lie, is not sensible how great a task 

he undertakes, for he must be forced to invent 

twenty more to maintain that one. 

— JONATHAN SWIFT
2
 

The most venomous monsters, bred by calumny, envy, 
hatred, and revenge are former Theosophists. 

But they, whom the gods would destroy, they first make mad. 

First published in Lucifer, Vol. IV I (22), June 1889, pp. 326-28. Republished in Blavatsky Collected 

Writings, (“ATTENTION, THEOSOPHISTS!”) XI pp. 296-300. 

Grotesque contrasts and paradoxes are the very pith of our age. We might, therefore, 

permitting ourselves for once to follow suit, publish under the above title certain very 

untheosophical activities. But we prefer to leave the pages of our Lucifer untainted 

with the recital of untheosophical backbiting, malicious calumnies, and attempts to 

ruin our character. Those who would learn our answer (and that of trustworthy wit-

nesses) to the slanders that find such a ready hospitality in a spiritual organ of 

America, are invited to turn to Light of June 1st, and June 8th, 1889. 

All attacks would have been ignored and never mentioned could they, without danger 

to the Theosophical Society, but be relegated by us to that common pit of oblivion, in 

which crawl and hiss, struggling to come to light, all the venomous monsters bred by 

calumny, envy, hatred and revenge — most of them the progeny, alas, of those who, 

once upon a time, took pride in calling themselves, Theosophists (!!). 

The old truism, that they whom the gods would destroy, they first make mad, is once 

more vindicated. Calumnies are effective only on the condition that they should not 

be so [297] readily refuted. It is easy enough to bear false witness against one who is 

unable to establish an undeniable alibi. It is as easy, for a traducer to charge a per-

son with having said or done that or the other, at a date when the accused and the 

accuser were both in the same country, if not in the same town. The credibility and 

likelihood of such accusations become, however, rather shaky if the accused party 

can furnish precise dates — awkward things to deal with — corroborated by num-

bers of persons to the effect that at the date mentioned he was 10,000 miles away, 

and did not even hold any correspondence with the accusing party. Says a proverb: 

One lie must be thatched with another, or truth will soon rain through. 

The London Light, always fair to all, was forced to publish — or rather to republish 

from the Chicago Religio-Philosophical Journal
3
 — a very strange letter. We may even 

                                            
1
 [Henry VIII, Act I, scene i, lines 140-41] 

2
 [From Miscellanies in Prose and Verse, London 1727, Vol. II, p. 345. — Boris de Zirkoff.] 

3
 [Prominent American Spiritualistic weekly founded in 1865 in Chicago. Its founder and publisher, Stevens J. 

Jones, was murdered in 1877. His son-in-law, Col. J.C. Bundy, assumed charge. Successive editors were M.E. 

Bundy, B.F. Underwood, and T.G. Newan. In the 1890s the Journal moved to San Francisco and a new series 
(vols. 34-42) began. The publication of this long-running periodical ceased on April 22nd, 1905. It was super-
seded briefly by The Mountain Pine (1906-1908). — Encyclopedia of Occultism and Parapsychology ] 
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say two letters in one, as the reader will see for himself. We call it “strange” because 

it is so transparent in its animus, so very imprudent and so easily refuted that both 

the writers — intellectual, and hoary with life-experience as they really are — seem to 

give themselves entirely away for a mere song, for the pleasure, one would almost 

say, of inflicting an ugly scratch, whether it reaches the person aimed at, or simply 

produces a commotion among the innocent and the credulous ones who believe all 

they read. So evident are the motives of this joint production — spite and revenge — 

that, were we certain that no true Theosophist would be thereby affected, we would 

have never gone out of our way to refute the silly invention. It seems almost undigni-

fied to even notice it, but truth had to be shown at all costs. 

We wonder, when our Theosophists and public will have read, in Light of June 8th, 

our several answers, what will remain of Dr. Coues’ denunciation of one who had 

never at any time been anything else than a true friend and defender of his? The 

“hoax” with which Dr. Coues charges Mme. B. in his letter thus returns home, part 

and parcel, to roost with the learned President of the Gnostic T.S. of Washington. 

May it do him good! 

An American paper makes a great fuss over the reception made to Dr. Coues in New 

York by various people, [298] Theosophists and others, who in the words of one of the 

daily papers, “united to honour him [Dr. Coues] as a theosophist and a scientist.” 

As a Scientist, the Society and the public cannot honour the Smithsonian Professor 

too much; but as a THEOSOPHIST — Heaven save the mark!! Dr. Coues is a very emi-

nent, world-known naturalist and ornithologist. But why should he, for all that, be-

have with his brother Theosophists as if the latter were no better than geese, and try 

to stuff them as he does? There is a line of demarcation that has to be drawn some-

where. 

And now we have a few more words to say to a Weekly in America. For years the 

R.-P. Journal 1 assumed the monopoly of denouncing and attacking us in almost eve-

ry issue, and for years we have ignored it and kept silent. But for once, a month or so 

ago, we raised a mild protest in Lucifer, simply remarking that our contemporary of 

Chicago repeated “unverified cackle.” At this the R.-P. J., feeling very indignant, re-

plies: 

The JOURNAL does not repeat “unverified cackle,” and unlike the Tartarian ter-

magant has “discretion” enough not to juggle. 

The Religio-Philosophical Journal is neither religious nor philo-

sophical. 

Don’t you “repeat unverified cackle” dear old Journal?  And what do you call the lying 

Billingsgate of W. Emmette Coleman, and above all your “Coues-Collins” letter, re-

printed in Light, and answered in its number of June the 8th of last week? Or per-

haps, you think the name “cackle” too mild and would like to replace it with the term 

“malicious slander”? So be it. As to your having “discretion enough not to juggle,” no 

one has ever thought of accusing you of it. But you have constantly charged the 

                                            
1
 [The Religio-Philosophical Journal, American spiritualistic weekly founded in 1865 in Chicago by Stevens J. 

Jones] 
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same upon the “Tartarian termagant,” and this without the slightest shadow of real 

proof. This is neither “religious” nor “philosophical.” 

As the Indian spirit of patriotism and independence had been 

numbed, Colonel Olcott called upon the Japanese not to prostrate 

themselves at the shrine of foreign civilization. 

Esoteric Buddhism is decidedly on the brain of our journalists. This is what we read 

in the Times of the 8th instant. Take out the qualification, and you will have some 

truth in this: 

ESOTERIC BUDDHISM IN JAPAN. — Colonel Olcott, whose connection with Esoteric 

Buddhism is well known, is at present making a tour in Japan. He has been 

well received by the Buddhist priesthood, and is delivering lectures all over the 

country, advising the people to maintain [299] the principles of the Buddhist 

faith and not to change for western doctrines of any kind. At a lecture in Tokyo 

on the necessity of a religious basis for education, he began by comparing the 

free and upright bearing of the Japanese with that of the natives of India, who 

seemed to have lost the sentiment of nationality. Living in an atmosphere of 

disregard, if not contempt, for their old traditions and customs, taught to value 

only foreign systems and philosophies, the Indian spirit of patriotism and inde-

pendence had been numbed. Their men had become submissive and cringing. 

But the Japanese bore themselves as free men, and in congratulating them 

heartily upon it, Colonel Olcott called upon them not to prostrate themselves at 

the shrine of foreign civilization. He added that the Theosophical Society had 

done much in India and Ceylon to direct men’s attention to the faith of their 

forefathers and to the past of their country, and he warned his hearers not to 

judge Western civilization by its superficial aspects, for beneath these lay 

enormous misery and distress. 

Colonel H.S. Olcott is decidedly a Buddhist of the Southern school, and a very con-

vinced and earnest one; but why should the Times make of him a follower of Mr. 

Sinnett’s Esoteric Buddhism instead of Gautama the Buddha’s Dharma? This is a tri-

fle, however, and the above extract does give some faint idea of the really great work 

which our President has been doing in Japan. Of course a Times writer cannot be 

expected to fully understand what Col. Olcott’s real mission has been, and he forgets 

entirely to mention that the main idea was to weld together the Buddhists of India 

and Japan by showing them that the true fundamental character underlying all the 

Buddhist religious schools is the same, and by making Theosophy the connecting 

link. In a letter just received from Col. Olcott he says that he has delivered 49 lec-

tures, and expects before he leaves to give a dozen more — that his travels have ex-

tended over 900 miles of territory, and that his addresses have caused a deep and 

permanent excitement. The students of the Tokyo Imperial University Higher Schools 

of the Metropolis have formed a Young Men’s Buddhist Association à la the Y.M.C. 

Associations of the West. Several magazines have sprung up, and to his horror, one 

is called Olcotti! 

Our President will probably reach England in August, and during September and Oc-

tober he hopes to take a lecturing tour in England and Ireland. The arrangements for 

this will soon be commenced, and much assistance can be [300] given by Theoso-
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phists in various parts of the country, who will kindly send information to Herbert 

Coryn, Secretary of Theosophical Lecturing Society, 7 Duke Street, Adelphi, London, 

W.C., as to the opportunities of obtaining halls (with terms, etc.) in towns where au-

diences are likely to take interest in the subject of Theosophy. 
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Suggested reading for students. 

 

Selections from our Down to Earth Series. 

 A BALANCED VIEW OF THE MOTIVES BEHIND DIETARY PREFERENCES 

 A DABBLER IN OCCULTISM EXPOSED 

 A DIRE PROPHECY ABOUT EGYPT 

 A RICH LIFE, WITHOUT THE TRAPPINGS OF MAMMON 

 ALLOPATHS PERSECUTING HOMEOPATHS 

 AMAZING STORIES, DISCOUNTED BY THE SCIENTIST AND THE RELIGIOUS BIGOT 

 ARYAN MUSIC 

 BLAVATSKY ON HOW TO EDUCATE CHILDREN 

 BLAVATSKY ON THE MATERIALISM OF TODAY 

 BORN ATHEIST, BURIED CHRISTIAN 

 BROTHERHOOD RANKS ABOVE MEDITATION 

 CAN EATING ANIMAL FLESH EVER BE ETHICAL 

 CHESTERFIELD’S CHOICE THOUGHTS TO HIS SON 

 CHILDREN TRAINING THEMSELVES FOR MURDER 

 CICERO'S TUSCULAN DISPUTATIONS - TR. YONGE 

 CIVILIZATION, THE DEATH OF ART AND BEAUTY 

 COCK, A VERY OCCULT BIRD 

 COMPETITION RAGES MOST FIERCELY IN CHRISTIAN LANDS 

 CRUELTY IN THE BIRCH GROVE 

 DAZZLED GLIMPSES INTO THE ASTRAL LIGHT 

 EARTHQUAKES ARE THE OUTCOME OF SINS COMMITTED BY MEN 

 ENGLISH NEWSPAPER SLANDERS RUSSIAN LADY 

 EVERYONE AND EVERYTHING IS INTERRELATED 

 FLESH-EATING AMONG BUDDHIST MONKS 

 FOUL CONSPIRACIES AND BLATANT LIES LEVELLED AGAINST MADAME BLAVATSKY 

 GORDON ON FAME, THAT COY GODDESS 
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 GRS MEAD SHOWS HIS TRUE COLOURS 

 HIEROCLES EXALTS WEDLOCK 

 HOW A DEVIL’S IMP REDEEMED HIS LOAF 

 HOW TO CONDUCT OURSELVES TOWARDS OUR PARENTS 

 IDOLATRY AND ZOOLATRY 

 INSIGHTS TO EMOTION IN ART 

 JUDICIAL PROCESSES AND PUNISHMENT IN CLASSICAL INDIA 

 LÉVI ON THE TWO OPPOSING FORCES - TR. WAITE 

 LÉVI WARNS THE IMPUDENT - TR. WAITE 

 MEDITATION PROPER IS SPIRITUAL SEERSHIP 

 MIRACLES ARE NATURAL PHENOMENA 

 MODERN INDIA IS SPIRITUALLY DEGRADED 

 MUSINGS OF AN UNPOPULAR PHILOSOPHER 

 NARCISSISM AND ANIMAL SENSUALISM PERSONIFIED 

 OCCULT PROPHECIES 

 OCCULT TALES BY JUDGE 

 ONIONS WERE CONSIDERED TOO SACRED TO BE EATEN 

 OXFORD DON PROFANES VEDIC HYMN 

 PLUTARCH ON THE TRANQUILLITY OF THE MIND - TR. MORGAN 

 PLUTARCH ON WHETHER WATER OR LAND ANIMALS ARE THE MOST CRAFTY 

 PLUTARCH ON WHY EATING ANIMALS IS REPULSIVE - TR. BAXTER 

 POVERTY BREEDS GENEROSITY, WEALTH GREED AND SELFISHNESS 

 PROMETHEUS, THE LIGHT-BRINGER, HURLED DOWN TO THE BOWELS OF THE EARTH 

 PYTHAGORAS' BAN OF BEANS 

 REFRAIN FROM THE MANIA OF CELEBRATING PERSONALITIES 

 RHOADES ON TRAINING THE IMAGINATION 

 RUSKIN'S SESAME AND LILIES 

 RUSSIAN VANDALISM OF PERSIAN ZOROASTRIANISM 

 SAPPHIRE BLUE, THE MOST ELECTRIC OF ALL COLOURS 

 SOCIAL ETHICS OF NINETEENTH CENTURY RUSSIA 

 SPECULATIVE LUCUBRATIONS OF AN ARISTOTELEAN PHILOSOPHER 

 SPIRITUAL RULES AND PROTREPTICS 

 TAYLOR'S VINDICATION OF THE RIGHTS OF BRUTES 
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 TERENCE ON LENIENCE 

 THE BIRTHMARK BY NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE 

 THE FEAR OF NUMBER THIRTEEN 

 THE HOLLOW EARTH 

 THE JAPANESE SHOULD NOT BOW DOWN TO CHRISTIAN ETHICS 

 THE LEARNED TREE OF TIBET 

 THE OCCULT CAUSES OF EPIDEMIC DISEASES 

 THE RUSSIAN MOTE AND THE BRITISH BEAM 

 THE SEWER OF DOGMATIC CREEDS AND BLIND FAITH 

 THE SPARKLE OF “LIGHT ON THE PATH” HAS BEEN DIMMED BY A DARK STAIN 

 THE SPIRIT OF LIFE ISSUES FROM THE EARTH’S NORTH POLE 

 THE UNGRATEFUL MAN 

 THE VELVETEEN RABBIT 

 TRUTH IS EXILED FROM THE PRESS BECAUSE IT IS NOT AS BEGUILING AS FALSE-

HOOD 

 VIRGIL'S GEORGICS - TR. RHOADES 

 WESTERN RELIGION ALONE IS TO BLAME FOR THE CRUELTY TO ANIMALS 

 WHAT IS MUSIC? BY ISAAC RICE 

 WHEN THE DOORS OF THE WORLD CLOSED ON THEM 

 WHY DO ANIMALS SUFFER 

 WHY THE MISERY OF ILL-BEING CANNOT BE RELIEVED 
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In-depth reading. 

 BLAVATSKY CUTS DOWN TO SIZE A CARPING CRITIC OF HETERODOXY 

 BLAVATSKY ON THE KNIGHTED OXFORD SANSKRITIST WHO COULD SPEAK 

NO SANSKRIT 

 OPEN LETTER TO THE AMERICAN SECTION OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY 

— in our Blavatsky Speaks Series. 

 FOUL CONSPIRACIES AND BLATANT LIES LEVELLED AGAINST MADAME BLAVATSKY 

 PROMETHEUS, THE LIGHT-BRINGER, HURLED DOWN TO THE BOWELS OF THE EARTH 

 THE SPARKLE OF LIGHT ON THE PATH, HAS BEEN DIMMED BY A DARK STAIN 

 TRUTH IS EXILED FROM THE PRESS BECAUSE IT IS NOT AS BEGUILING AS FALSE-

HOOD 

— in our Down to Earth Series. 
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